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Abstract

The optical properties of superconductors, in particular the real parts of the conductivity and the dielectric function, may
be used to calculate the strength of the condensate. In systems where all the free carriers collapse into the condensate, this
approach works well. However, in gapless systems, and in unconventional systems in which the superconducting energy gap
is observed to have zeros at the Fermi surface, there is usually a considerable amount of residual conductivity at low
frequency. This is the case in many of the cuprate-based high-temperature superconductors. In particular, YBa Cu O is2 3 7yd

Ž .almost perfectly stoichiometric with little chemical disorder df0 , yet there is a large amount of residual conductivity both
in the copper–oxygen planes as well as perpendicular to the planes for T<T , due to the presumed unconventional naturec

of the energy gap. The assumption that the condensate dominates the optical response at low frequencies leads to optical
estimates for the condensate which are too large. However, the microwave surface reactance depends only upon the

Ž .condensate and is not affected by the presence of residual conductivity which affects the surface resistance , thus allowing
an unambiguous determination of the strength of the condensate. When optical techniques are used in conjunction with
microwave techniques, a more complete physical picture emerges. This problem is examined and resolved for the oxygen
‘overdoped’ YBa Cu O material along the c axis. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.2 3 6.99
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1. Introduction

Infrared techniques have long been acknowledged
as a powerful method for probing the electronic

w xproperties of metals and superconductors 1 . In par-
ticular, optical studies of the cuprate-based high-tem-
perature superconductors have revealed a great deal

) Corresponding author. Tel.: q1 516 344 7579; Fax: q1 516
344 2739; E-mail: homes@bnl.gov.

of information about the electrodynamics of the nor-
w xmal and superconducting states 2,3 .

The optical properties of a material are usually
described by complex linear optical response func-

Ž .tions, such as the complex dielectric function e ,˜
Ž . Ž .conductivity s or index of refraction n . The˜ ˜

reflectance of a material is also a complex quantity,
iu )'rs R e , where Rsrr is the reflected intensity˜ ˜˜

and u is the phase difference between the incident
and reflected radiation. Normally, only R is mea-
sured in a reflectance experiment. However, if re-
flectance measurements are performed over a wide
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enough frequency range the phase may be deter-
w xmined from the Kramers–Kronig relation 4

X
`v ln R v y ln R vŽ . Ž .

X
u v sy dv .Ž . H X 2 2p v yv0

1Ž .

Once both the reflectance and phase are known,
Ž . Ž .other optical properties such as e v an s v may˜ ˜

w xbe calculated 4 .
In conventional superconductors, the condensa-

tion of the free carriers into a superconducting delta
function below T is usually accompanied by thec

formation of a low-frequency plasma edge in the
reflectance. The optical properties of a superconduc-
tor can provide an estimate of the strength of the

Ž 2 2superconducting condensate d A v ; v spS pS

4p n e2rm) is the plasma frequency of the conden-s

sate, where n is the density of carriers in thes
) .condensate, and m is the effective mass .

The usual technique is to examine the real part of
w Ž .xthe optical conductivity in the normal state s v1n

w Ž .xjust above T , and well below T s v . Thec c 1s

difference in the conductivities is attributed to the
normal-state carriers collapsing into the d function
w x1

`120
2v s s v ys v dv . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .HpS 1n 1s

p 0

In general, this technique is reliable when the mate-
rial is a good metal, and when there are no low-lying
states. It has been demonstrated that superconductors

w xwhich contain magnetic impurities 5 have a modi-
fied density of states near the energy gap, so that a
conventional system can become gapless below the
critical value which destroys the superconductivity.
These impurities act as strong pair breakers, which
results in a substantial amount of residual conductiv-
ity below T . On the other hand, unconventionalc

superconductors also display a large amount of resid-
ual conductivity below T , even though these sys-c

w xtems are essentially free of impurities an disorder 2 .
The residual conductivity in these systems is thought
to arise from the unconventional nature of the energy
gap, which is either highly anisotropic or contains

w xnodes at the Fermi surface 6–9 . This residual con-
ductivity can place an important limitation on optical

conductivity sum rules. For practical reasons, the
integral never starts at zero, but at some finite fre-

Ž y1quency typically f20–50 cm in most optical
.experiments . Because a large amount of spectral

weight can therefore lie outside the bounds of the
Ž . Ž .integral for both s v and s v , significant1n 1s

errors may arise in the estimate of v . To try andpS

avoid this problem, a second technique which exam-
ines only the superconducting response in the real
part of the dielectric function may be used.

If the free carriers in the material that take part in
the superconductivity may be described by a Drude

Ž .model, then the dielectric function ese q ie for˜ 1 2

the free carriers may be written as:

v 2
pD

e v se y , 3Ž . Ž .˜ `
v vq i GŽ .D

where v is the Drude plasma frequency, andpD
Ž .G s1rt t is the scattering rate . If the freeD

carriers are simply ‘Drude-like’ and the scattering-
rate is frequency dependent, then a generalized form
for the Drude model may be written as

v 2
pD

e v se y , 4Ž . Ž .˜ `
)v m v rm vq i G vŽ . Ž .

Ž . Ž . ) Ž .where G v s1rt v and m v rm describe the
Ž .frequency-dependent unrenormalized carrier scat-

tering rate and effective mass enhancement over the
Ž .bare or optical mass. The effective mass is also

) Ž . w Ž .x Ž .given by m v sm 1ql v , where l v is a
frequency-dependent renormalization. The complex

Ž . Ž . Ž .conductivity is s v syive v r 4p , which ne-˜ ˜
Ž .glecting the contributions due to e , is s v s˜`

2 � w ) Ž . x w Ž .x4v r 4p m v rm vy i G v .p
Ž .For an appropriate choice of v , the 1rt vpD

) Ž . w xand m v rm can be found experimentally by 10

21 v 1pD
s Re 5Ž .

t v 4p s vŽ . Ž .˜

and

) 2m v v 1Ž . pD
s Im . 6Ž .

m 4pv s vŽ .˜

In either the Drude or the generalized-Drude models,
in a system where all the free carriers in the normal

w Ž .state have collapsed into the d function G v™0
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xsG f0 , then for T<T the contribution of theD c

condensate to the real part of the dielectric function
w xis 11

v 2
pS

e v se y . 7Ž . Ž .1 ` 2v

The value for v 2 is determined from a linear re-pS
Ž . y2gression of e v vs. v over the low-frequency1

Žregion. This is the so-called ‘clean-limit’, where
2 2 .dAv 'v , for T<T .pS pD c

Implicit in many of the analysis of high-tempera-
ture superconductors is the assumption that d func-
tion dominates the optical response at low frequen-
cies, regardless of whether or not all the free carriers
have collapsed into the condensate. It is not clear in
systems where there is a large amount of residual

Ž . Ž .conductivity that Eq. 2 or Eq. 7 will yield a
reliable estimate of v . This is of particular impor-pS

tance when looking at the optical properties of
YBa Cu O along the c-axis. In the ‘overdoped’2 3 6qx

Ž .materials xf1 , the anisotropy of this material is
significantly lower than in many other cuprate sys-

w xtems 3 and the conductivity takes on a ‘metallic’
character. However, even for T<T , there is still ac

large amount of residual conductivity at low fre-
w xquency along the c-axis 12–14 , as well as in the

planes. To test whether or not optical methods yield
reliable estimates for v along the c-axis, a directpS

comparison has been made with values for vpS

determined by optical and by microwave techniques.
Microwave techniques are considered to be much

more accurate at determining v . While the opticalpS

technique is unable to distinguish between the contri-
Ž . Ž .butions to e v or s v from the condensate and1 1

unpaired quasiparticles, the microwave technique
probes only the condensate, and thus yields a value
for v which is not influenced by the presence ofpS

carriers which have not collapsed into the d func-
Žtion. In the limit of local electrodynamics j<l,

where j is the coherence length and l is the London
.penetration depth , the surface impedance Z sR qs s

i X , where R is the surface resistance and X is thes s s

surface reactance, is related to the complex conduc-
Ž . w xtivity sss q is by 7˜ 1 2

1r2im v0
Z s . 8Ž .s ž /s q is1 2

ŽIn the superconducting state at low frequencies vt

. w x<1 , the conductivity can be expressed as 7

1
s v ,T ss v ,T q i . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ 1 2m vl TŽ .0

The real part is a measure of the absorption process,
both direct electronic excitations and absorption by
thermally-activated quasiparticles. The imaginary
part is the inductive response of the superconducting
condensate. At microwave frequencies in the super-
conducting state, s 4s up to temperatures within2 1

less than 0.1 K of T . Thus, almost immediatelyc
Ž . Ž .below T , Eqs. 8 and 9 yield simple expressionsc

in the local limit for the surface resistance and
surface reactance

m2
0 3 3R T s v l T s v ,T 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 12

and

X T sm vl T . 11Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0

Thus, the surface reactance depends only upon the
wcondensate the penetration depth is related to the

y1Ž .plasma frequency of the condensate by l T s
Ž .x2pv T , and unlike R , is not sensitive uponpS s

Ž .s v,T and the presence of any unpaired carriers.1
ŽEven if the material is not in the local limit, the
microwave technique will still probe only the con-
densate, although the penetration depth will be more

.difficult to determine. This is not the case in either
of the optical techniques employed, and thus the
microwave method is considered to yield an accurate
value for v that will be unaffected by any residualpS

conductivity.

2. Experiment

Single crystals of YBa Cu O were grown in2 3 6qx

yttria-stabilized zirconia crucibles using a flux tech-
w xnique 15 and then re-annealed to an oxygen content

Ž .of xf0.99 T f90 K . The crystals have flat ab-c
Ž .plane faces, and are typically quite thin f30 mm

along the c-axis. However, crystals with a c-axis
thickness of up to 0.5 mm have been grown.

The reflectance of a YBa Cu O crystal with a2 3 6.99
Ž .large c-axis face f0.5=1.2 mm has been mea-
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sured from f40 to 5000 cmy1 using an overfilling
w xtechnique 16 for the electric field polarized parallel

to the c-axis, above and below T . The opticalc

properties have been calculated from a Kramers–
Kronig analysis of the reflectance, which requires
extrapolations at high and low frequencies. At low
frequency, the reflectance was extrapolated to zero
frequency by assuming a Hagen–Rubens 1yRA
v1r2 dependence above T , and 1yRAv 2 belowc

T . The reflectance has been extended to high fre-c
Ž . w xquency f45 eV using the data of Koch et al. 17

w xand Romberg et al. 18 , above which a free-electron
Ž y4 .behavior RAv was assumed.

Microwave studies were made using a supercon-
ducting split-ring resonator at 1 GHz with H paral-1

w xlel to the ab-plane of the crystals 6 . As the sample
temperature is raised from the base temperature of
1.2 K, the change in field penetration causes the
cavity frequency to change. The measurement con-

Ž .sists of monitoring the frequency shift D f T A1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .aDl T qcDl T , where Dl T and Dl Tab c ab c

are the change in the ab-plane and c-axis penetration
depths from 1.2 K respectively, in a crystal of width
a and thickness c 1. Generally, the term involving

Ž . Ž .Dl T is small and one extracts only Dl T .c ab

However, by making a second measurement after the
crystal has been cleaved into N long platelets, the
frequency shift for H parallel to the cleave direction1

Ž . Ž . Ž .is given by D f T AaDl T qNcDl T . Com-2 ab c

parison of D f and D f allows one to calculate both1 2
Ž . Ž . w xDl T and Dl T 19 . Normally, this techniqueab c

can only measure the change of penetration depth
from the lowest temperature, 1.2 K. The reason is
that one does not know the unloaded frequency of
the cavity accurately enough. An exception occurs if

Ž .the samples are thin enough less than 10 mm .
Then, as the temperature of the crystal is increased
well above T into the normal state, the skin depthc

may become larger than the thickness of the crystal
such that the microwave field completely penetrates
into the sample. The indication for this situation is
no frequency shift as the temperature is further in-

1 For the purpose of this measurement the ab-plane anisotropy
is irrelevant. However, the measurements are performed on de-

Ž . Ž .twinned crystals in which both Dl T and Dl T are measureda b

separately.

creased. Comparison of the total frequency shifts
before and after cleaving the crystal allows a deter-
mination of the absolute value of the penetration

Ž .depth for the c-axis, l 0 .c

3. Results and discussion

5The reflectance for YBa Cu O for E c from2 3 6.99

f40 to 1000 cmy1 is shown in Fig. 1a for several
temperatures above and below T . The reflectancec

over a wide frequency range is shown in the inset.

Ž . Ž . 5Fig. 1. a The reflectance of YBa Cu O T s90 K , for E c2 3 6.99 c

from f40 cmy1 to 1000 cmy1 at several temperatures below T ,c

and just above T at 100 K. Inset: the reflectance over a widerc

frequency range just above T at 100 K, and well below T at 10c c
Ž . ŽK. b The real part of the optical conductivity determined by a

. 5Kramers–Kronig analysis of the reflectance curves for E c from
f40 to 1000 cmy1 at 10, 40, 60, 80 and 100 K. The extrapolated
value for the DC conductivity just above T at 100 K of f450c

V
y1 cmy1 is shown by the arrow. Note that even for T <Tc

there is still a significant amount of residual conductivity at low
frequency.
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The real part of the optical conductivity has been
calculated from the reflectance curves and is shown
in Fig. 1b for several temperatures below T , and justc

above T at 100 K. Just above T , the conductivity isc c

characteristic of a poor metal, with an extrapolated
value for the DC conductivity of f450 V

y1 cmy1.
Below T the conductivity below f500 cmy1 de-c

creases rapidly with decreasing temperature, but even
at f10 K there is still a large amount of residual
conductivity at low frequency, suggesting that not all
of the free carriers have collapsed into the d func-
tion.

The optical-conductivity sum rule

v120 c

I v s s v dv 12Ž . Ž . Ž .Hc 1
p 0

Ž .1r2is shown as I v for temperatures above T inc

the normal state, and for T<T in the infraredc
Ž y1 .frequency range vF1000 cm for YBa Cu O2 3 6.99

Ž .1r2 Ž . Ž . v Ž X .Fig. 2. The integral I v , where I v s 120rp H s v0 1

dv
X for YBa Cu O along the c-axis at 295, 150, 100 and 102 3 6.99

K from f30 to 1000 cmy1. In the normal state, there is a strong
Ž .1r2temperature dependence, and I v increases rapidly at low

frequency with decreasing temperature. The failure of the curves
to converge at high frequency also indicates a large amount of
temperature dependence in the mid-infrared excitations. Below Tc

y1 Ž .1r2for frequencies above f400 cm , I v is significantly
lower; the difference being attributed to the collapse of the free

) Ž .carriers into v solid line , deduced from the sum rule in Eq.pS
Ž . ) y1 Ž2 , yields v f2050"150 cm where the asterisk denotes anpS

.optical result .

along the c-axis in Fig. 2. In the absence of any
Ž .1r2bound excitations, I v ™` sv for T)T .c pD c

However, the broad nature of the free-carrier re-
sponse and the presence of bound excitations in the
mid infrared makes any determination of v verypD

sensitive upon the choice of v .c
Ž .1r2In the normal state, the rapid increase in I v

at low frequency is an indication that the spectral
weight associated with the free carriers has shifted to

Ž .1r2low frequency. Below T , I v at 10 K is nowc

considerably less than the 100 K curve, and for
vR400 cmy1 the two curves appear to be offset by

Ž .1r2a constant amount; the difference between I v

for TRT and T<T is attributed to the collapse ofc c

the free carriers into the superconducting condensate.
The strength of the condensate can be calculated

Ž .from the optical-conductivity sum rule in Eq. 2 ,
and is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2. Note that

y1 ) y1 Žabove f400 cm , v f2050"150 cm thepS
.asterisk denotes the optically-determined value . As

previously noted, the practical lower limit of the
integral is f40 cmy1, so that if there is a large
amount of spectral weight below f40 cmy1 for
Ž .s v , either in the normal state or below T , then1 c

significant errors may arise.
The real part of the dielectric function is shown in

Fig. 3 below 800 cmy1 at 10 K. The reduced
free-carrier response along the c-axis results in a
much stronger phonon spectrum. However, the nearly
stoichiometric nature of this material and lack of
chemical disorder results in modes with symmetric

Žline shapes and narrow line widths with the excep-
tion of the 570 cmy1 mode, which is slightly asym-

.metric . These line shapes are considerably simpler
Žthan in the ‘underdoped’ materials YBa Cu O ,2 3 6qx

. w xfor xQ0.9 20 . A modified Lorentz model was
Ž .used to fit the phonons to s v , and subsequently1

Ž . Ž .subtract the phonon contribution e v from e v ,˜ ˜ph 1

where

v 2 eiu j
p j

e v s , 13Ž . Ž .˜ Ýph 2 2v yv q ivgTO , j jj

where v , g , and v are the frequency, widthTO, j j p j

and effective plasma frequency of the j-th phonon;
u is a phase angle to model asymmetric linej
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Ž .Fig. 3. The real part of the dielectric function e v of1
5 y1YBa Cu O for E c from f40 to 800 cm at 10 K with the2 3 6.99

Ž . Ž .phonons present dash–dot line and removed solid line . Inset:
Ž . y2e v with the phonons removed vs. v from f50 to 5001

y1 Ž . ) y1cm solid line . The value for v s2090"70 cm at 10 KpS
Ž .has been determined from a linear regression of e v over the1

same frequency range. The slope that would be required to give a
y1 Žvalue of v s1450 cm as determined by microwave tech-pS

.niques is shown by the dashed line. The difference between these
Ž .two lines is the contribution to e v due to the unpaired free1

Ž .carriers dotted line .

shapes 2. The real part of the dielectric function with
the phonons subtracted is shown in Fig. 3. The inset

Ž . y2in Fig. 3 shows e v vs. v at 10 K, which shows1
Ž .a strong linear behavior. From Eq. 7 , the linear

Ž . y2regression of e v vs. v yields the square of the1

plasma frequency of condensate v 2 , or v ) s2090pS pS

"70 cmy1 at f10 K. The values for v ) deter-pS

mined from the optical-conductivity sum rule, and
Ž .from an analysis of e v are nearly identical. From1

y1Ž . Ž .l T s2pv T , the penetration depth along thepS
˚c-axis is then f7800 A at f10 K.

However, microwave measurements made at 1
GHz on a sample with the same oxygen stoichiom-

˚ y1etry yield l f11 000 A, or v s1450"50 cmc pS

2 Five phonons were fitted to the optical conductivity at 10 K,
the returned parameters are: v s155.2, g s2.7, v s412;TO,1 1 p1

v s194.3, g s2.8, v s141; v s279.0, g s17.6,TO,2 2 p2 TO,3 3

v s391; v s312.7, g s8.6, v s603; v s571.6,p3 TO,4 4 p4 TO,5

g s23.5, v s566, All units are in cmy1. All rotation angles5 p5

are in radians, u s0, and u sy0.53 rads.1™ 4 5

at 1.2 K. The microwave value for the plasma fre-
quency of the condensate is considerably less than
the optically-determined value, and due to the pres-
ence of residual conductivity below T , is consideredc

Žto be the more accurate value as noted in the
.introduction .
Ž .Using Eq. 7 and the microwave value for v ,pS

the additive nature of the terms in the dielectric
Ž .function allows the contribution to e v due to the1

condensate to be removed, resulting in the dashed
and dotted lines in the inset in Fig. 3, respectively.

Ž .The resulting value for e v is still quite large at1

low frequency, and is in agreement with the large
amount of residual conductivity along the c-axis in
Fig. 1b; this residual conductivity has also been

w xobserved in other works 12–14 , and indicates that a
large number of the normal-state free carriers remain
unpaired below T . This is not consistent with thec

‘clean limit’ picture in which all the free carriers
Ž .collapse into the d function, and thus Eq. 7 should

be rewritten as

v 2
pD

e v se yŽ .1 ` 2v

v 2

= x qx ,s n 2
) 2½ 5ž /m v rm v qG vŽ . Ž .

14Ž .

where it has been assumed for simplicity that the
effective mass enhancement of the condensate is
unity. Adopting the language of the two-fluid model
w x Ž .221 , the superfluid fraction x s v rv , ands pS pD

Ž .2the normal-fluid fraction is x s v rv , wheren pN pD

v 2 is the plasma frequency of the normal-fluidpN

component. The condition that x qx s1 requiresn s

that v 2 qv 2 sv 2 .pN pS pD

The action of removing the condensate from the
dielectric function to give the contribution due to the
unpaired carriers yields a result, which when plotted

Žin the manner shown in the inset in Fig. 3 dotted
.line , is still surprisingly linear. It is important to

consider under what conditions the normal-state car-
Ž .riers can produce a behavior in e v similar to that1
Ž . y2of a condensate. Fig. 4 shows e v vs. v for a1

Drude model using v s1500 cmy1 for v frompD

50 to 800 cmy1, with values of G from 0 to 100D

cmy1. For values of G Q20 cmy1, the resultingD
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Fig. 4. The real part of the dielectric function vs. vy2 for
v s1500 cmy1 for v from 50 to 800 cmy1 , with variouspD

Ž Ž ..values of G , as determined using the Drude model Eq. 3 .D

When v 4 G , the curves have a strong linear character. How-D

ever, for larger values of G , the curves are nonlinear. A linearD

regression of the G s0 cmy1 curve yields v s1500 cmy1 ;D pD

other regressions yield values for v of 1480, 1425, 1260, 1090,pD

930 and 800 cmy1 for increasing values of G , respectively.D

lines have a strong linear character, while larger
values of G produce a non-linear behavior. Be-D

cause the lowest frequency shown in Fig. 4 is 50
cmy1, a general conclusion is that if v4G thenD
Ž . y2e v vs. v will be linear. This result also comes1

Ž .directly from Eq. 14 , when x s0 and x s1; fors n
Ž . 2 2v4G then e v fe yv rv , so that theD 1 ` pD

slope for the smallest values of G in Fig. 4 isD

approximately v . Thus, a linear regression of thepD
Ž .residual component in e v shown in the inset of1

Fig. 3 yields a value of v s1500"50 cmy1.pN

Using v 2 sv 2 qv 2 , then one can estimate thatpD pN pS

v s2100"70 cmy1. Of course, this value of vpD pD
) Ž .is just v , as the linear regression of e v in Fig.pS 1

3 does not distinguish between the condensate and a
narrow residual component. The general result that

ŽG is small less than the lowest measured fre-D
.quency when T<T indicates that a detailedc

knowledge of the scattering rate is not necessary.
The values for v and v along the c-axis indi-pS pD

cate that f50% of the free carriers have collapsed
into the condensate, which is qualitatively similar to

w xwhat is observed in the ab-plane 10 .

The experimentally-determined value for v fpD

2100 cmy1 is considerably lower than previous esti-
y1 w xmates of v f4000–5000 cm 12–14,22 . How-pD

ever, it should be noted that the larger values cited
were obtained using a two-component Drude–

w xLorentz fit 2 to the optical conductivity just above
T . The application of the two-component modelc

requires the addition of a number of arbitrary oscilla-
tors to account for the conductivity in the mid-in-
frared region, thus the result for v may have largepD

errors associated with it. It is important to establish
that the value for v along the c-axis determinedpD

for YBa Cu O in this work is accurate. The2 3 6.99

self-consistency of the value of v may be estab-pD
Ž .lished by looking at the relationship between 1rt v

and the predicted residual conductivity. The fre-
quency-dependent scattering rate is shown in Fig. 5a
for several different values of v with the phononspD

subtracted from the data using the previously de-
scribed method; choosing different values of v inpD

Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 5 and 6 simply scales the results for 1rt v
) Ž .and m v rm, respectively. The complex dielectric

Ž .function may then be calculated from Eq. 4 , and
Ž . Žthe predicted value for s v the residual compo-1

.nent of the conductivity is shown in Fig. 5b. From
Fig. 1b, the observed value of the residual conductiv-
ity is f100 V

y1 cmy1 below about 200 cmy1,
which corresponds to the calculated conductivity in
Fig. 5b using the experimentally determined value of
v f 2000 cmy1, demonstrating the self-con-pD

sistency of this result. The larger values of v thatpD

have been previously observed yield values for the
residual component of the conductivity that are much
larger than what is actually observed in this work.

An accurate value for v along the c-axis ispD

important in estimating the normal-state anisotropy.
Since the classical plasma frequency is v 2 spD

4p ne2rm) , where n is the carrier density and m)

Ž .2 ) )is the effective mass, then v rv sm rmp, 5 p,H H 5

is an estimate of the mass anisotropy. In this case
v and v are the normal-state Drude plasmap, 5 p,H
frequencies of the free carriers in the copper–oxygen

Ž .planes along the a-axis , and perpendicular to the
Ž .planes along the c-axis , respectively. Taking vp, 5

y1 w x y1f15 000 cm 23 , and v s2100 cm yieldsp,H
m) rm) f50 in the normal state, which is largerH 5

w xthan previous estimates 13 . The anisotropy in the
superconducting state for T<T is estimated fromc
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Ž .2the ratio of the penetration depths, l rl . UsingH 5

˚ ˚w xl f1500 A 24,25 , and l f11 000 A from the5 H
w x Ž .2microwave measurements 26 , then l rl f50,H 5

indicating that the anisotropy has not changed below
T . This result contrasts with previous estimatesc

which had the anisotropy increasing by nearly an
order of magnitude below T . The previous overesti-c

mates of the increase in anisotropy below T arosec

mainly from the overestimates of v along thepD

c-axis, which lead to underestimates of the anisotro-
py in the normal state.

Ž .Fig. 5. a The experimentally-determined frequency-dependent
Ž . Ž .scattering rate 1rt v with the phonons removed for several

different choices of the Drude plasma frequency, v . Note thatpD
Ž .the results scale linearly with v . b The calculated opticalpD

Ž . Ž .conductivity s v with the phonons removed , based on the1
Ž . ) Ž .experimentally-determined values of 1rt v and m v rm for

the different choices of v in the upper panel. Note that thepD
y1 Žchoice of v s2000 cm close to the experimentally-de-pD

y1 .termined value of v f2100 cm yields approximately thepD

same value for the residual component of the conductivity at low
frequency as is observed experimentally in Fig. 1b.

Fig. 6. The resulting overestimate of the superfluid fraction,
expressed as the ratio of x ) r x , where x ) is the optically-de-s s s

wtermined value for the superfluid fraction from a linear regression
Ž . y2 xof e v vs. v , and x is the true value of the superfluid1 s

Ž .fraction, as a function of x for several constant values of G .n D
Ž .These curves are valid for any choice of v . The dots denotepD

the experimentally-determined values of x ) r x vs. x fors s n
5YBa Cu O with E c for T -T .2 3 6.99 c

The conclusion that the presence of a normal-state
component with a ‘narrow’ damping below T canc

lead to overestimates of v can be generalizedpS
Ž .using Eq. 14 . Fig. 6 shows the resulting overesti-

mate of the superfluid fraction, expressed as a ratio
) wof x rx for different values of x and G . Fors s n D

Ž .simplicity, it has been assumed that G v fGD

over the frequency range of interest, and that G isD
x )small. The value of x has been determined numer-s

ically from a linear regression of the real part of the
Ž . 3dielectric function in Eq. 14 . Note that the family

of lines depends upon the absolute value of GD

rather than a normalized value. Given that x )rx f2s s

in the present case, then if G is small one immedi-D

ately has that x f0.5, which is in good agreementn

with the previous result. This suggests that for T<

3 Ž .The frequency range for the linear regression of e v vs.1
y2 Ž . y1v from Eq. 6 has been chosen to be 50y500 cm , which is

similar to the range of values used to calculate v from thepS
5 Žactual data for E c and EHc in YBa Cu O as well as many2 3 6qx

.other cuprate superconductors .
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T , a narrow peak due to unpaired carriers should bec
Ž .observed along the c-axis at or below microwave

frequencies. Because a detailed knowledge exists for
Ž .the temperature dependence of l T as determinedc

by microwave techniques, x )rx and x can bes s n

determined for several temperatures, as shown in
Table 1. The points in Fig. 6 show that with decreas-
ing temperature x is decreasing and x )rx isn s s

increasing in such a way as to suggest that, within
Ž .the simple assumptions of Eq. 14 , G is decreas-D

ing rapidly below T .c

Taking the opposite extreme, if the damping is
Ž .very large Gf` , then the scattering time tf0

and the normal-fluid component will be incoherent.
In this case, as Fig. 6 illustrates, the normal-fluid
component has essentially no effect upon the calcu-
lated value of the condensate even for large values of
x , and thus the optically-determined values of then

Ž ) .condensate will be correct x sx . This is pre-s s

cisely the case along the c-axis in YBa Cu O for2 3 6qx
Ž .the oxygen ‘underdoped’ materials x-0.9 where

the behavior of the resistivity is ‘semiconducting’
w x27 , and the optical properties are characterized by
the appearance of a pseudogap and the suppression

w xof the low-frequency conductivity 12,28 . The esti-
mates of the strength of the condensate along the
c-axis in the underdoped YBa Cu O material2 3 6.60

Ž y1 .determined by microwave v s227"10 cmpS
w x Ž ) y1.26 and optical methods v s244"20 cmpS
w x12 are in good agreement, as expected.

The final point that must be addressed is the
effect that optical estimates of v ) have on attemptspS

to determine the temperature dependence of the pen-
etration depth. As Fig. 7 shows, the temperature

Table 1
ŽThe plasma frequency of the condensate for YBa Cu O T s2 3 6.99 c

. Ž90 K along the c-axis, as determined by optical indicated by an
.asterisk and by microwave techniques. Using a value for the

Drude plasma frequency of v s2100 cmy1 , the normal fluidpD

fraction and the overestimate of the condensate have also been
determined

) )w x w xT TrT Optical v Microwave v x x r xc pS pS n s s
y1 y1Ž . Ž . Ž .K cm cm

80 0.88 1310 995 0.78 1.73
60 0.67 1760 1290 0.61 1.86
40 0.44 1920 1395 0.55 1.89
10 0.11 2090 1450 0.52 2.07

w Ž . Ž .x2Fig. 7. A comparison of the optical estimates of l 0 rl Tc c
Ž .as a function of temperature for YBa Cu O open squares2 3 6.60

Ž . Ž .using a value of l 0 s6 mm, and YBa Cu O solid circlesc 2 3 6.99
˚Ž .using l 0 s7520 A. Microwave techniques have also been usedc

˚Ž . Ž .to determine l T using l 0 s11 000 A for the overdopedc c
Ž .material open triangles . The optical measurements on the over-

doped material result in values which are lower than expected, as
well as a strong temperature dependence at low temperature, due
large number of unpaired carriers with a rapidly changing scatter-
ing rate below T .c

w Ž . Ž .x2dependence of l 0 rl T in the oxygen-under-c c

doped YBa Cu O determined by optical tech-2 3 6.60
w xniques is very similar to that of YBa Cu O 262 3 6.99

as determined by microwave techniques. However, if
the optical estimates for the condensate in the over-
doped material are used, then a much stronger tem-
perature dependence is observed at low temperature.
This strong temperature dependence has also been
observed in other optical experiments on overdoped

w xsystems 14 . This spurious behavior can be under-
stood qualitatively in terms of the rapid formation of
the condensate and the somewhat more gradual nar-
rowing of the residual component. If the rapidly
decreasing low-frequency conductivity in Fig. 1b is
viewed as being due to the decrease in the scattering
rate of the unpaired carriers, then we can conclude
that G is large near T , and decreases for T<T .D c c

From Fig. 6, this implies that initially the optical
estimates for the condensate are accurate. However,
as the temperature is lowered and the condensate

Ž .develops x decreases then the estimates for then

condensate will be too large. As a result the optical
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Ž . Ž .estimate for l 0 T<T will be too small and inc c
w Ž . Ž .x2general l 0 rl T will fall below the expectedc c

value, and the strong temperature dependence in the
penetration depth is primarily due to the rapid nar-
rowing of G in the presence of a large normal-stateD

fraction. Note that in the underdoped case where it
has been argued that the optical estimates of the
condensate are accurate, the optical and microwave

w Ž . Ž .x2results for l 0 rl T are in good agreementc c
w x12 .

4. Conclusion

In the case of YBa Cu O , which is believed to2 3 6.99
Ž .be an anisotropic three dimensional metal TRT ,c

Ž .and an unconventional superconductor T-T , therec

is a large amount of residual conductivity at low
frequency due to carriers that have not collapsed into
the d function. As a result, the strength of the
condensate as determined by optical techniques is
v ) s2090"70 cmy1, which is much larger thanpS

correct value determined from a microwave tech-
Ž .nique which probes only the condensate of v spS

1450"50 cmy1.
Ž .Using Eq. 7 the contribution of the condensate

Ž .to e v may be removed, yielding the contribution1

due strictly to the unpaired carriers. The strong linear
behavior of this residual component suggests that the
damping G of the unpaired carriers at low tempera-D

ture is very small, thus allowing the plasma fre-
quency v s1450"50 cmy1 to be determined.pN

This yields a normal-state Drude plasma frequency
of v f2100"70 cmy1, indicating that f50% ofpD

the free carriers have collapsed into the condensate,
similar to what is observed in the ab plane. The
lower value for v removes the abrupt change inpD

anisotropy above and below T , which had beenc

observed in the past due to much larger values of
v .pD

Ž .In the underdoped YBa Cu O xQ0.9 mate-2 3 6qx

rials, where the normal-state transport along the c-
Ž .axis is ‘semiconducting’ incoherent , optical esti-
Žmates of the value of v and thus the penetrationpS

.depth are reliable and are in good agreement with
microwave values. However, the large amount of
residual conductivity in the overdoped material and
the resulting overestimate in v , will lead to seriouspS

Ž .underestimates of l 0 . Furthermore, the strongc

temperature dependence in optical determinations of
w Ž . Ž .x2l 0 rl T is most likely due to the rapidlyc c

changing values of x and G associated with then D

unpaired free carriers, whereas the actual tempera-
ture dependence below T r2 is quite weak. Therec

w Ž . Ž .x2appears to be little variation in l 0 rl T alongc
w xthe c-axis for various values of oxygen dopings 29 .
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